SELETAR AIRPORT – PARTIAL CLOSURE OF TAXIWAY EC AND TAXIWAY EC2 DUE TO NEW AIRCRAFT STANDS AND SERVICE ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND ASSOCIATED WORKS

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 This AIP Supplement is to inform pilots, aircraft operators and ground handling agents of the partial closure of Taxiway EC and Taxiway EC2 to facilitate the temporary diversion of perimeter roadway R9N at the East Apron due to construction of new aircraft stands in Seletar Airport. Please refer to Appendix 1A and Appendix 1B for the work activities area.

1.2 Taxiway EC and Taxiway EC2 will be partially closed with effect from 31 March 2018 0900UTC until 02 July 2018 0900UTC.

2 PRECAUTIONS

2.1 Pilots are cautioned not to turn onto Taxiway EC2 and Taxiway EC3 from Taxiway EP. Aircraft which have inadvertently taxied onto Taxiway EC2 and Taxiway EC3 from Taxiway EP will be required to shut down engines and be towed to their respective aircraft stands.

2.2 Taxiway EC2 is available for aircraft towing into Taxiway EN to aircraft stands D50 to D54 and the Ground Run Enclosure.

2.3 Taxiway EC3 is available for aircraft departing from aircraft stands A50 to A54 to taxi onto Taxiway EP.

2.4 Taxiway EC3 and Taxiway EC are available for aircraft towing to the compass swing area.

3 CONCLUSION

3.1 Any changes to the contents of this AIP Supplement will be notified through NOTAM.
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